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Figure 3-60 SolUlModel for Tutorial2 Figure 3-61 Sketch of the solUlmodel

The steps that will be followed to complete this tutorial are listed below.

a. Start a new document fIle.

b. Maximize the part file document and then invoke the sketching environment.c. Create a mirror line.

d. Draw the sketch on one side of the mirror line, refer to FIgure 3-62.

e. Trim the arcs and circles and add the fillets, refer to FIgures 3-63 through 3-65.f. Add the required relations.

g. Add the required dimensions and fully define the sketch, refer to FIgure 3-66.

Starting a New Document and Invoking the Sketching Environment
1. Choosethe New button &Omthe Standard tooIbarto invokethe NewSolidWorksDocumentdialog box.

2. The part button is chosen by default. Choose the OK button; a new SolidWorks part documentis started.

3. Choose the Sketch button from the Standard tooIbar and select the Foont Plane to invoke
the sketching environment.

Drawing the Mirror URe

Similar to the last tutorial, you will draw the sketch of the given model with the help of amirror line.

1. Increase the display of the drawing area using the Zoom ln/Out tool and choose the
Centerline button from the Sketeh CommandManager.

2. Move the line cursor to a location whosecoordinates are close to -102 mm Omm Omm. You
do not need to move the cursor exactly to this location. You can move it to a point close tothis location.

3. Specif}r the start point of the centerline at this point and move the line cursor horizontally
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toward the right. Specif}r the endpoint of the centerlinewhen the length of the line shows a

value close to 204. Double-click anywhere in the drawing area to end line creation.

4. Choose the Zoom to Fit button &Omthe View tollbar to fit the sketch in the drawing area.

5. Convert the centerline to mirror line and enable the automatic mirror option.

Drawing the Sketch
You will draw the sketch on the upper side of the mirror line and the same sketch will be
automatically drawn on the other side of the mirror line.

1. Choose the Centerpoint Are button from the Sketeh CommandManager; the arrow cursor
is replaced by the arc cursor.

2. Move the arc cursor close to the origin. Specif}rthe center point of the arc when the cursor
snaps the origin. Move the cursor horizontally toward the right. The cursor snaps to the
mirror line. As you move the cursor, a reference circle is drawn. Specif}rthe start point of the
arc when the radius of the arc on the arc cursor shows a value close to 82.

3. Move the arc cursor in the counterclockwise direction. Specif}rthe endpoint of the arc when
the value of the angle above the arc cursor shows a value close to 30-degree. The mirror
image of the sketched entity is automatically created on the other side of the mirror line.

4. Move the arc cursor to the origin. Specif}rthe center point of the arco Move it horizontally
toward the right. The cursor snaps to the mirror line and a reference circle is drawn. Specif}r
the start point of the arc when the radius of the arc on the arc cursor shows a value close to
56.

5. Move the arc cursor in the counterclockwise direction. Specify the endpoint of the arcwhen
the value of the angle above the arc cursor shows a value close to 30-degree. The mirror
image of the sketched entity is automatically created on the other side of the mirror line.

6. Choose the Tangent Are button from the Sketeh CommandManager.

7. Move the cursor to the up per endpoint of the left arc and when the red circle is displayed,
specif}rthe first point of the tangent are. Move the cursor close to the upper endpoint of the
right arc and when the red circle is displayed, specif}r the second point of the tangent are.

8. Choose the Circle button from the Sketeh CommandManager.

9. Move the cursor to the center point of the upper arc and when the red circle is displayed.
specif}r the center point of the circle. Move the cursor horizontally toward the right. Press
the left mouse button when the radius of the circle above the circle cursor shows a value close
to 7.5.

10. Move the cursor to the origin and when the red circle is displayed. specif}r the center point




